Abstract. We consider the class of channel graphs which can be viewed as compositions of two copies, right and left, of a complete binary tree with terminal nodes of the right tree connected to distinct terminal nodes of the left tree. We study the connection patterns of the two binary trees to minimize the blocking probability of the resulting channel graphs. We show that the connection patterns given by Ikeno are not optimal in general and in fact no optimal connection patterns exist for such graphs with more than 9 stages. We present new connection patterns which uniquely possess certain optimal properties.
1. Introduction. We consider the class of graphs which consist of two copies, right and left, of a complete binary tree with terminal nodes of the right tree connected to distinct terminal nodes of the left tree. If the complete binary trees have n levels and 2 n-1 terminal nodes, then there are (2n-1)! possible ways to connect these two trees, though some of them might be isomorphic. In Fig. there are two nonisomorphic graphs, each of which is formed by combining two binary trees having three levels. In general such a graph can be viewed as a 2n-stage network having the roots of the two complete binary trees as the source and sink of the network. We call such a graph a binary channel graph or a binary graph. We note that a binary graph is a special case of multistage channel graphs, also called linear graphs, which are often used in studying the blocking performance of switching networks [3] . A channel graph can be viewed as the union of all paths connecting a specified pair of input and output terminals in a switching network. In an m-stage channel graph, all vertices are partitioned into a sequence of m subsets, called stages; edges, called links, exist only between vertices in adjacent stages. The links between stage and stage + are referred to as the ith stage links, and we assume that each ith stage link has probability pi of being occupied. The vector (pl, Pm-1) is called the link occupancies of the channel graph. The blocking probability of a channel graph is defined to be the probability that every path from the source to the sink contains at least one occupied edge. Two channel graphs of the same number of stages can be compared in the following way. We say one channel graph is superior to the other if the blocking probability of the former never exceeds that of the latter for any given link occupancies. A 2n-stage binary graph is said to be optimal if it is superior, to any other 2n-stage binary graph.
The problem of determining the connection pattern of the two binary trees to minimize the blocking probability of the resulting binary graph is not only interesting on its own fight but also useful in designing effective switching networks (see [3] ). Ikeno [1] investigated this problem and suggested the following simple and elegant connection: Assign binary numbers to terminal nodes of the right and left trees in an orderly fashion and connect two terminal nodes such that the digits of the corresponding binary numbers are inversions of each other. For example, the connections in the graph in Fig. l(b) are (0, 0) to (0, 0), (0, 1) to (1, 0) , (1, 0) to (0, 1) and (1, 1) to (, ).
It can be easily verified that the Ikeno graph is optimal for n 3. However, the optimality for Ikeno graphs for n > 3 has not been previously determined in the past, Received by the editors October 4, 1979. ? Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974.
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though there has been a general willingness to believe it (see Neiman [3] , for example). In this paper, we show that the optimal binary graph is not the Ikeno graph for n 4, and for n > 4 no optimal binary graphs exist. We will give a connection pattern for 2n-stage binary graphs which uniquely possess certain optimal properties.
2. Labelings and connection functions for binary graphs. We first give a labeling for the set of vertices of a binary graph. This labeling is useful in specifying the structure of a binary graph, in particular, in determining whether two binary graphs are isomorphic. Let T be a binary tree in (n + 1) levels. We label the set of vertices of T except the root as follows:
(i) The set of vertices in the level k + 1, k _>-1, are labeled by the set of k-tuples with entries either 0 or 1, i.e., {l(u): u is a vertex in level k + in T} {0, 1}k.
(ii) Let u be a vertex in level k / 1 adjacent to a vertex v in level k. Then, the label of u, l(u), is either (l(v), 0) or (l(v), 1) for k _>-1. We note that all labelings lc, C {0, 1} z"-I are distinct. Thus {lc: C {0, 1}2"-1}
are exactly the set of all labelings of vertices in the right tree of G. Therefore, there exists a vector C such that 13(v) lc(v) for any vertex v in the right tree. Thus, for a terminal vertex u in the left tree which is adjacent to a terminal vertex v in the fight tree, we have The reduced G8 is a Type C set and it is straightforward to verify that the sum of blocking probabilities of the four graphs in a Type C set is minimal.
From (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), we conclude that Gs is an optimal 8-stage graph. It is straightforward to verify that Gs is indeed the unique optimal 8-stage graph up to isomorphism since there are only a few distinct connections to check. We omit the details here.
The 8-stage Ikeno graph Is is illustrated in Fig. 5 . It can be easily seen that Gs is superior to the 8-stage Ikeno graph Is since the blocking probability of G8 is less than or equal to the blocking probability of Is in case (i); and the blocking probability of Gs is equal to the blocking probability of 18 in case (ii), (iii) and (iv) for any given link occupancies. 1. Then the blocking probabilities of G and H can be approximated by the product of p and the blocking probability of G' and H', respectively. Since G is an optimal binary graph, G' must be optimal.
COROLLARY. If no optimal 2n-stage binary graph exists, then no optimal 2m-stage binary graph exists for rn >-_ n.
In a later section we will show that optimal 10-stage binary graphs do not exist. Thus optimal 2n-stage binary graphs, n >_-5, do not exist. It is then of interest to investigate binary graphs with certain optimal properties.
We note that the optimal 2n-stage binary graphs, for n _-< 4, have the symmetric property, i.e., the connection function f satisfies the following: f(al, a,,_a) (bl, bn-1), if and only if f(bl,''', b,,_a) (al,""", an-l).
In other words, the connection functionfis idempotent, f f-a. Symmetry might be a desirable property for practical considerations since it facilitates the construction and the control of the network.
We define G8 to be an HS-optimal 8-stage binary graph (it is in fact optimal where elements of U and V are independent of a. We define U' and V' such that Ut(X1, Xn) (U(x1, Xn-1), xn) Vt(x1, xrt) (x1, V(x2, Xn)), and we note that we can find a (2'-1)-vector W such that W(Xl,''', xn)= (x, W x(x2' xn)) and N Nal W, where hi, 0 for 1, n.
It is easy to verify that U'fWV' h, where f(a, an) (MagNal(a2, an), a). Therefore, Lemma 8 is proved.
From now on, for any HS-optimal binary graph, we will only consider its connection functions in form as described in Lemma 8. We note that several examples of connection functions we give in this paper are in this form. Proof. Since G is symmetric and hereditary, we have (1) from Lemma 8. Now, suppose G has a connection function equivalent to f. It follows immediately G is symmetric. By Lemma 3 and 4, G is also hereditary. Thus G is HS-optimal. Now we consider a set of connection functions P {pi" 1, 2, } where , a) (a, a) , p3(al, a2, a3) (az, a. + a laz, a l) (mod 2).
The pi for -> 4, will be defined in 5, 6 . We note that p, pz are connection functions for optimal 6-and 8-stage binary graphs. The set P denotes the set of the connection functions for HS-optimal binary graphs. 5 . 10-stage binary graphs. For 10-stage binary graphs, we will show the following.
THEOREM 2. The HS-optimal lO-stage binary graph has connection function (up to isomorphism)as follows (see Fig. 6 )" p4(al, a, az, a4) (a4, a3 + aa, az + alaz + ala2a4, al) (mod 2).
We remind the reader that all calculations are in Z. We will, from now on, omit the notation (mod 2).
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that p4 is idempotent.
The function p4 can be written as p4(al, a., aa, a4) (L,p(az, aa, a4), al) (a4, P:3 La4 (al, a., az)), where La(Xl, x2, xa) (xl, x, xa + axz) (L,)-l(xl, x, xz). It follows from Lemma 9 that the binary graph having p4 as the connection function is HS-optimal. Now, suppose G is an HS-optimal 10-stage binary graph having connection function f. From Lemma 9 f satisfies the following (2) 3) f(al, a2, a3, a4) (nap3Na(a2, a3, a4), (a4, (Na4)-lp8 (na4)-l(al, a2, az)). FIG. 6 To simplify the notation we denote the sets {1}, {2}, {1, 2} by 1, 2, 12, respectively.
Equating the values in the first coordinates of (2) and (3) Now we consider a connection function g of HS-optimal 2(n + 1)-stage binary graph G. From Lemmas 8 and 9, g is equivalent to an fwhich has the following form (4) f(al,..., an) (MalPn-xNal(a2,''', an), a l) (5) (an, (Na.)-apn-a(Ma.)-l(aa, an-)).
We want to show by induction on n that:
iff can be written in the form of (4) and (5) , then N is the identity mapping and M L.
(,) is true for n 4 from Theorem 2. Suppose (,) is true for all n' with 4 _-< n' < n. We will prove that (,) holds for n.
The value in the first coordinates in (4) and (5) Therefore N is the identity mapping and (6) is equivalent to the following:
Haaa. Let us now consider networks with an odd number of stages. We note that a binary graph of 2n + 2 stages can be viewed as a binary graph of 2n + 1 stages by shrinking the two middle stages. We can then derive HS-optimal binary graphs G2,+1
from the HS-optimal graphs Gzn+z. For example G is as shown in Fig. 9 . Now, we want to construct a 2n + stage network with channel graph Gzn+l. 1}. Again it can be shown that the Ikeno graph is not optimal for >= 3, n -> 3 by considering an alternative connection function defined in a similar way as we defined p, in previous sections. The connection patterns of t-ary graphs are probably more complicated than the binary case.
